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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

EXT. TORONTO LAKE ONTARIO DAYTIME SUNNY

RETRO ROCK AND ROLL BEACH MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. On a

sunny day at the lake front of Lake Ontario in Toronto, the

people are enjoying the beautiful day at the beach.

A group of BEACH VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS are playing beach

volleyball on the sand.

A line up of people are lining up to get ice cream at the

ice cream hut.

Bikers are biking on the boardwalk on the beach. On the

beach sunbathers are sun bathing on the beach.

Suddenly 3 kids LAUGH and run into the water, causing the

water to SPLASH and then the water starts to BUBBLE, and

several FISHES come SPLASHING out of the water and FLY into

the air.

BOY 1

Are those fishes?

GIRL 1

Yes they are, and they are flying.

BOY 2

(smiles)

That’s so cool.

Suddenly hundreds of more fishes come FLYING out of the

water. EVIL THRILLING DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE

BACKGROUND. The fishes then FIRE BUBBLES out of their mouths

down at the beach goers.

The beach goers get hit by the bubbles, causing the bubbles

to POP on impact of the beach goers.

BEACH GOER 1

(scared)

What’s going on?!!!

The flying fishes dive down to the beach goers and SLAPS

them in the faces. The beach goers SCREAM and run away from

the fishes.

Suddenly the fishes surrounds the beach goers, and form a

giant sphere around the beach goers.

(CONTINUED)
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The fishes FLY upward into the air carrying the trapped

people inside of the sphere, with the beach goers SCREAMING

for help.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER ACT

ACT 1

FADE IN

INT. EDMONTON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL DAYTIME

HAPPY GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The next day at

Edmonton Central High school the school bell RINGS and the

students exit out from their classrooms.

The elevator door DINGS and OPENS up. Harvey, Darcy, James,

Addison and Marcus come out from the elevator and walk into

the hallway.

MARCUS MAGNO

(smiles)

It’s so good that the G.M.F paid

for installing the elevator into

the school.

HARVEY STONE

(smiles)

Totally eh, it beats using your

magnetic powers on your wheelchair.

James turns his attention to the poster on the wall for the

school science fair.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(smiles)

Hey speaking of magnetic powers,

the school’s science fair is coming

up.

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

(smiles)

Wow a science fair eh? Do they have

any cool rides and games, because I

love doing the whack-a-mole.

DARCY DILLIANS

No, a science fair is a type or

fair where students show off their

silly nerdy science experiments to

the school board.

(CONTINUED)
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ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

So no rides or games, some fair

that is.

Rupert walks up to the science fair sign up sheet on the

billboard near the front office. He picks up the pencil from

the billboard and writes his name on the sign up sheet.

DARCY DILLIANS

(to Rupert)

Don’t you know that you can sign up

for the science fair from your

phone?

RUPERT SKYLER

(mad)

I don’t care, I like this way

better.

HARVEY STONE

(Ask)

So what’s your science fair

project?

RUPERT SKYLER

I’m making a robot that is powered

by garbage, and it’s going to knock

out all of the other science

projects out of the fair.

Marcus takes his phone and out presses on it, signing up on

the science fair sign up sheet on his phone.

MARCUS MAGNO

(smiles)

Well we are signing up to

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(worried)

What? Marcus you know that Rupert

is better at these science fairs,

he won 3 times in the last ones.

MARCUS MAGNO

(smiles)

Really? But with us working

together on our project, we can win

it.

RUPERT SKYLER

(smiles)

Good luck with that losers, because

you’ll be in dead last in no time.

(CONTINUED)
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Rupert walks away from Harvey and friends while

LAUGHING.James looks scared and worried with SWEAT coming

down from his forehead.

DARCY DILLAINS

I think I know what you can do for

your science fair project, how

humans sweat.

Suddenly Harvey’s phone RINGS. He takes it out from his

pocket and looks at it.

HARVEY STONE

You guys can think about that while

on our mission.

FADE TO

INT. G.M.F MASTER MOUNTIE’S OFFICE

Later at Master Mountie’s office, Harvey, James, Darcy,

Addison and Marcus walk into Master Mountie’s office. Master

Mountie is sitting up at his desk with a serious look on his

face and Jolyne standing next to him with a clipboard in her

arms.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Hello junior Mounties, please take

a seat.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(worried)

Thank you sir.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Is everything alright with Jim?

HARVEY STONE

He’s just worried about this

science fair that he and Marcus

signed up for.

MASTER MOUNTIE

You could worry about that later,

right now there is

something....fishy in the air.

DARCY DILLIANS

You mean something stinks?

(CONTINUED)
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JOLYNE AQUATICK

He means that, there are flying

fishes in the air.

Harvey, Darcy, James, Addison and Marcus have confuse looks

on their faces. Jolyne presses a button on Master Mountie’s

keyboard, and a HOLOGRAM PROJECTION of footage of flying

fishes over the skies of Seattle APPEARS.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Now that’s fishy eh. And look at

footage, there are all types of

fishes.

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

Totally, like Trout, Tuna, Salmon,

and even tropical fishes.

HARVEY STONE

But I thought only a special type

of fish breed can fly out of the

water?

MASTER MOUNTIE

Yes that’s true, but something is

effecting the other fish breeds, I

want you 5 to investigate and to

find out who is behind all of this.

HARVEY STONE

We are all over it sir.

MASTER MOUNTIE

(smiles)

Excellent. Now this person is

targeting places that have fish, so

I would like to have you kids go to

a Sushi Bar to pose as customers to

make sure that person won’t attack

the fish.

HARVEY STONE

You got it.

Harvey, James, Darcy, Addison and Marcus exit out of Master

Mountie’s office.

FADE TO
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INT. SUSHI CENTRAL EDMONTON DAY TIME

MELLOW JAPANESE POP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Harvey, James,

Darcy, Addison and Marcus are in Sushi Central sitting in

the middle booth.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(looking at the menu)

So what do you guys want to order?

HARVEY STONE

We’re not here to eat, we are here

to find the person who is making

all of these fishes fly.

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

We can do both.

MARCUS MAGNO

Here is something we can go for our

science fair project, the science

of marine life, like fish.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Maybe

Darcy turns her attention to the sushi bar in the middle of

the restaurant where Carla and Christina are eating sushi.

DARCY DILLIANS

Hey are those Carla and Christina.

HARVEY STONE

(smiles)

Oh yeah they both hang out here

after school.

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

Let’s go up to them and say hi to

them.

Addison gets out of the booth and walks up to Carla and

Christina. Carla and Christina are gossiping while reading

some fashion magazines. Addison walks up to them.

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

(smiles)

Hey there Carla and Christina.

Carla and Christina turn their attention to Addison who is

standing behind them.

(CONTINUED)
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CARLA STONE

Are you that Addison girl that my

brother was talking about?

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

Yes I am eh. And It’s nice to meet

you.

CHRISTINA ODDONELL

What brings you here?

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

(smiles)

Oh we are here on a G.M.F.

Suddenly James comes in and covers Addison’s mouth before

she spoils the details on the mission.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(smiling and blushing)

It’s nothing, it’s nothing at all.

CARLA STONE

Oh please I know that you and my

brother both work for the G.M.F

even Christina knows.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

What?!!!

CHRISTINA ODDONELL

So how was it working at the bakery

eh?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Bakery?

James looks at Carla and she smiles at him so he can keep

his secret. Suddenly Olivia comes walking up to the bar and

sits down on a stool next to Carla and Christina.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(ask Olivia)

What brings you here Olivia?

OLIVIA MOHO

Just to have you know that I am

here because my father runs this

place.Just enjoy your time here eh.

OLIVIA’S P.O.V

Olivia looks at the middle booth, where Harvey is sitting at

with Marcus, and Darcy.

(CONTINUED)
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RETURN TO SCENE

Olivia blushes and feels nervous.

OLIVIA MOHO (V.O)

Oh my goodness Harvey is here. And

he’s on a G.M.F mission. I can’t

believe he is here, I hope we can

share a plate of sushi later.

CUT TO

INT. SUSHI CENTRAL KITCHEN

In the kitchen a SUSHI CHEF puts down a big tuna onto a

cutting board and walks over to the fridge.

The Sushi chef walks up to the fridge and opens the door.

EVIL DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. A SWARM of

flying fishes come out from the fridge, causing the Sushi

Chef to fall to the floor.

The Sushi Chef is shocked and runs out of the kitchen

SCREAMING.

CUT TO

INT. SUSHI CENTRAL DINING ROOM

The Sushi Chef runs out through the kitchen door and out of

the restaurant with the customers confused.

DARCY VAUDEVILLIANS

Is there a rat problem in here?

HARVEY STONE

If there was a rat, it will come

running out of the kitchen.

Suddenly the swarm of fishes come out from the kitchen,

causing the kitchen doors to BREAK off. The customers SCREAM

and run out of the restaurant.

CHRISTINA ODDONELL

(disgusted)

Ewww flying raw fish, that is

totally disgusting.

CARLA STONE

Totally.

(CONTINUED)
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OLIVIA MOHO(V.O)

(nervous)

I hope my handsome and strong

Harvey can handle this.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The fishes FLY

down towards the customers. Suddenly the fishes stop in the

air and they get pulled over towards Marcus by his MAGNETIC

POWERS.

James makes a fishing net to APPEAR out of his head and into

his arms. He uses his fishing net to catch the flying fishes

and suddenly more flying fishes come diving down towards

James and his friends.

Darcy SCREAMS a SONIC WAVE out of her mouth hitting the

fishes, causing them to SPLAT against the ceiling. Harvey

FIRES ICE BEAMS out of his hands at the fishes on the

ceiling, causing them to freeze on the ceiling.

Olivia is hiding behind the bar. She pokes her head over the

bar and watches Harvey fight the fishes.

OLIVIA MOHO (V.O)

You got my handsome Freeze Shocking

Knight.

Harvey ducks down from flying fishes, and FIRES ELECTRICITY

out of his hands at the flying fishes, hitting them causing

them to get SHOCKED by the electricity and being FRIED and

fall to the floor.

Harvey then throws kicks at the incoming flying fishes,

hitting them and causing them to SPLATTER onto the

floor. Harvey uses his ICE POWERS to CREATE an ICY BASEBALL

BAT to appear in his hands.

Harvey swings the icy baseball bat at the incoming fishes,

hitting them and making them CRASH through the ceiling.

Darcy uses her DARKNESS MANIPULATION POWERS to make a a

FISHING NET to APPEAR. She throws it onto the incoming

fishes, and traps them in the net.

Darcy throws the net with the fishes in the air, and Addison

leaps into the air and swings her wooden barrel hammer at

the fishes in the net, causing it to CRASH through the wall

and into the streets.

OLIVIA MOHO (V.O)

(smiles)

Go my Icy Electric Knight.

(CONTINUED)
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Darcy CREATES some BLACK HOLES in the air and causing the

fishes to fly into the black holes. Darcy sees some frighten

people hiding under the tables.

DARCY VAUDEVILLIANS

Guys, there are people still in the

restaurant.

MARCUS MAGNO

We got to get them out of here.

CARLA STONE

I’ll handle it.

Carla FIRES a SMALL ORANGE BALL out of her hand at the wall.

The Small orange ball hits the wall, causing it to EXPLODE

and makes a big hole in the wall leading to the outside of

the streets.

HARVEY STONE

Thanks Carla, now we have to finish

off the fishes.

Harvey FIRES ELECTRICITY out of his hands at the remaining

flying fishes hitting them and causing them to get shocked

and get fried.

MARCUS MAGNO

Well that is over.

HARVEY STONE

Now we have the fish thing under

control we can finally get into the

kitchen to look for some clues.

Harvey and friends run into the kitchen. Olivia stands up

from behind the bar with her hair sticking up in the air.

OLIVIA MOHO (V.O)

Wow, I got shocked by my angel.

Sweet.

Olivia falls down to the floor.

CUT TO

INT. SUSHI CENTRAL KITCHEN

MYSTERY SUSPENSEFUL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

Harvey and friends enter into the kitchen where it’s in a

big mess.

(CONTINUED)
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Harvey and friends walk around the kitchen to find some

clues.

James walks over to the fridge and hears some MUFFLING

NOISE. James OPENS the fridge and it’s the sushi chef is in

the fridge wrapped up in rope.

Harvey and the others walk over to James who is up at the

opened refrigerator. James RIPS the tape off of the Sushi

Chef’s mouth.

SUSHI CHEF

Oh thank you kids, thank you for

saving me.

Harvey takes out his G.M.F badge out of his pocket and shows

it to the Sushi Chef.

HARVEY STONE

We are from the G.M.F, could we ask

what happened here?

SUSHI CHEF

I don’t know, but the fishes

started to fly and then came out

from the fridge.

MARCUS MAGNO

Hey I got an idea for out science

fair project, the science behind

frozen fish.

DARCY VAUDEVILLIANS

Not right now Marcus.

Suddenly the ceiling starts to SHAKE and debris falls from

the ceiling.

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

What’s going on eh?

DANGER EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. A Giant

tentacle BREAKS through the ceiling and RIPS the roof off of

the sushi restaurant. A GIANT SQUID ROARS and Harvey, James,

Darcy, Addison and Marcus look scared

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(scared)

Oh my goddess it’s a giant squid.

MARCUS MAGNO

It must came from the Aquarium next

door.

(CONTINUED)
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DARCY VAUDEVILLIANS

It did. And how did they contain a

squid that big in the aquarium?

The giant squid raises it’s tentacles in the air.

END OF ACT 1

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 2

FADE IN

DANGEROUS ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The

Giant Squid throws it’s tentacles down towards Harvey and

friends. Darcy uses her DARK MANIPULATION POWERS to make a

SHIELD to APPEAR in front of them.

The giant squid’s tentacles hit the shield, causing them to

BOUNCE off of the shield. James uses his IMAGINATION POWERS

to make a GIANT NET to APPEAR out of his head. Addison

swings her hammer at the net, making it LAUNCH through the

air and right towards the Giant Squid.

The Giant Net covers the Giant Squid. The Giant Squid ROARS

while trying to break out of the giant net. Marcus uses his

MAGNETIC POWERS on the shelving units, causing them to FLOAT

into the air and attach onto the Giant Squid.

MARCUS MAGNO

(to Harvey)

Harvey. Time to shock this squid.

HARVEY STONE

With Pleasure eh.

ELECTRICITY comes out from Harvey’s body and he throws a

LIGHTNING BOLT at the Giant Squid. The Giant Squid ROARS

from getting hit by the lightning bolt and falls into the

kitchen.

Harvey and friends run out of the kitchen, as the giant

squid CRASHES down into the kitchen. Harvey and friends come

back into the kitchen, and suddenly the Giant Squid BREAKS

free from the net and FLIES out of the kitchen through the

hole in the ceiling.

MARCUS MAGNO

After that, what just happened. I’m

staying away from sushi eh.

(CONTINUED)
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ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

Yeah, but I would rather eat my

sushi cooked.

DARCY VAUDEVILLIANS

That is called seafood.

HARVEY STONE

Come on guys, let’s get back to

school eh.

CUT TO

INT. EDMONTON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARY THE NEXT DAY

MELLOW GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The next day at

Edmonton Central High school, Marcus and James are sitting

in the middle table of the library, reading science books.

MARCUS MAGNO

How about we can do a science

project on mold.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

No...It’s too dirty eh. How about

we can do a science project about

the absorbency of sponges.

Rupert walks pass them with a stake of books.

RUPERT SKYLER

(walking pass James and

Marcus)

Did that last year. I won the whole

thing.

Rupert exits out of the library LAUGHING. Harvey, Addison

and Darcy walk into the library and walk up to Marcus and

James.

HARVEY STONE

How’s the research going?

MARCUS MAGNO

We’re trying to figure out which is

the best science project we can do

for the science fair.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

We went through all of the science

books and we decided on nothing so

far.

(CONTINUED)
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DARCY VAUDEVILLIANS

Guys, it’ll be easy to pick a

project eh. I mean the science far

won’t be until next week.

JAMES AND MARCUS

(together)

Next Week!!!

James and Marcus are surprise to hear what Darcy said.

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

How about making something that is

easy, like a volcano or a potato

wired to a clock...Those are easy

eh.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Those things are really for kids,

and we are in high school.

HARVEY STONE

But those guys are doing them.

4 TEENAGERS are sitting at a table across from Harvey and

the others, working on a model volcano and wiring a potato

to a clock.

Suddenly Harvey’s wrist communicator RINGS. Harvey and the

others run behind a bookshelf to answer the call.

Harvey presses a button on his wrist communicator and a

PROJECTION of Master Mountie APPEARS out from the

communicator.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Junior Masters, we gotten word that

the world’s largest aquarium in

Hengqin China as been attacked by

it’s own fishes, you have to get

there right away.

MARCUS MAGNO

But what about our science fair

project?

DARCY VAUDEVILLIANS

We can worry about that later,

right now we got fish to fry.

CUT TO
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EXT LARGEST AQUARIUM HENGQIN CHINA CLOUDY LATER

TENSE ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. At the

Aquarium in Hengqin, Harvey and friends run towards the

entrance, as people run out of the Aquarium SCREAMING and

running for their lives.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I wonder why they are running out

of the aquarium for?

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

Maybe they are afraid of water?

HARVEY STONE

I think it’s something more

dangerous. Come on let’s go eh.

Harvey and friends run into the aquarium.

CUT TO

INT. HENGQIN AQUARIUM

TENSE ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Harvey and

friends run into the aquarium to see the aquarium tanks are

all shattered and water is all over the floor.

They wonder where are all the fishes are.

DARCY VAUDEVILLIANS

We’re in the aquarium...Where are

all of the fishes?

Suddenly a SWARM OF FISHES come flying towards them. Harvey

PROJECTS an ELECTRIC FORCE FIELD out of his hands to protect

him and his friends from the incoming flying fishes. The

flying fishes SPLAT onto the force field and fall onto the

floor.

MARCUS MAGNO

You know with all of these flying

fishes gives me an idea for the

science fair project.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Like how Flying Fishes fly?

MARCUS MAGNO

Yes, that one.

(CONTINUED)
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DARCY VAUDEVILLIANS

You guys can talk about that later,

right now we have to get away from

these freaky flying fishes before

something else happens.

Suddenly GIANT TENTACLES BREAK out of the ground and wrap

around Harvey and friends.

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

Spoke too soon.

The Giant Tentacles pull them down through the floor.

CUT TO

INT. HENGQIN AQUARIUM BASEMENT

TENSE EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Harvey and

friends get pulled down into the basement of the Aquarium,

where they saw a GIANT KRAKEN is in the basement, and is

holding onto them.

The other fishes in the aquarium FLOAT in the air and

surrounds Harvey and friends.

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

I think something fishy is going to

get down around here.

DARCY VAUDEVILLIANS

All I want to know is who’s behind

all of this.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(scared)

Is it the giant kraken?

MR.GOLDY (O.S)

No it’s not...It’s me!!!

MR.GOLDY an evil gold fish, cruel, smart, fast talking,

rude, and edgy FLIES around the other fishes and come to

Harvey and friends.

HARVEY STONE

You’re behind all of this, but

you’re just a gold fish.

MR.GOLDY

(mad)

Yes I am a goldfish, Mr.Goldy is

the name, and the reason I’m doing

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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MR.GOLDY (cont’d)
this is because you guys. Always

over fishing us out of the ocean,

throwing garbage into our waters,

and even eating us.

MARCUS MAGNO

Your point.

MR.GOLDY

My point is that it’s payback time.

Let’s get them boys.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Harvey uses

his ELECTRICITY POWERS to SHOCK the giant kraken, causing it

to let go of him and his friends. They land onto the floor

and Darcy uses her DARK MANIPULATION POWERS to CREATE a

BLACK HOLE APPEAR behind the Giant Kraken. The Giant Kraken

gets SUCKED into the black hole and the black hole

DISAPPEARS.

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

Now the Giant Kraken is out of the

way, it’s time to smash some

fishes.

Addison FIRES INK out of her hands at the incoming fishes.

The incoming fishes get hit by the ink and causing them to

fall to the floor. James uses his IMAGINATION CREATION

POWERS to MAKE a NET BLASTER to appear. He FIRES it at the

incoming fishes, making them trapped inside of the net.

Harvey TRANSFORMS into his Electric Eel mode and ZIPS around

the fishes and leaps into the air. Suddenly a SHARK flies

towards him and opens its mouth.

Suddenly the Shark gets pulled to the wall and SLAMS into

it. Harvey is confuse. Marcus FLOATS up into the air and

uses his MAGNETIC POWERS onto the other fishes. The fishes

all get pulled to the wall and slam into it.

MR.GOLDY

Foolish fishes. If you want

something done right, do it

yourself.

Mr.Goldy GROWS ARMS AND LEGS, and TRANSFORMS into a FISH

MONSTER.

HARVEY STONE

(electric eel voice)

How did you get these powers of

yours?

(CONTINUED)
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MR.GOLDY

(monster voice)

I swam in energy drink, and that’s

how it gave me my powers.

Mr. Goldy ROARS and FIRES SLIME out of his mouth at Harvey.

Harvey ZOOMS to dodge the attack. He appears behind Mr.Goldy

and TRANSFORMS his left arm into an ICE CLAW. Harvey swings

down his ice claw onto Mr.Goldy, scratching him in the back.

Mr. Goldy grabs onto Harvey and throws him off of him.

Harvey is thrown across the basement, and pushes off against

the glass of an aquarium. His body is covered in ELECTRICITY

as he ROCKETS towards Mr.Goldy. He tackles him, causing him

to fall onto the floor.

James has a freaked out look on his face while FIRING his

net blaster at the other fishes. Suddenly a swordfish ZIPS

towards him. James uses his POWERS to CREATE a SWORD out of

his hands and uses it to sword fight against the swordfish.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(freaking out)

IF his powers are to communicate

and control fishes, now I know what

his other powers are.

DARCY DILLIANS

I know...

Darcy uses her SONIC SCREAM ATTACK onto the other incoming

fishes, causing them to FLY away from her.

DARCY DILLIANS

...To transform into a freak of

nature.

Darcy uses her DARK MANIPULATION POWERS to CREATE a SHIELD.

The fishes hits her shield, causing them to BOUNCE OFF of

it.

Addison uses her barrel hammer to scoop in the incoming

fishes. She FIRES them out of her barrel hammer up into the

air.

MARCUS MAGNO

I heard of shooting fish into a

barrel, but not out of it.

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

Speaking of shooting.

(CONTINUED)
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Addison leaps into the air and FIRES her barrel bazooka at

Mr.Goldy. Mr.Goldy leaps off of the ground and dodges the

barrel blast. Mr. Goldy swings his claws at Addison.

Suddenly Harvey comes in front of him and ELECTRICITY

surrounds his tail. He swings it at Mr. Goldy, hitting him

and causing him to SLAM against the wall.

HARVEY STONE

(electric eel voice)

Strange, we are in an aquaruim, and

the only things Mr.Goldy controls

are fishes.

James kicks away the swordfish and turns his attention to

Harvey.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

You’re right, the aquaruim is full

of marine life, like whales, seals,

sea lions and other marine animals.

Suddenly the fishes from the wall push off of it and FLY

towards Harvey and the others. Harvey FIRES LIGHTNING BOLTS

out of his hands at the incoming fishes, and Addison FIRES

LASERS out of her banana laser blasters at the fishes.

DARCY DILLIANS

So if Mr.Goldy is controlling the

fishes, why isn’t he controlling

the other animals in the aquaruim?

Marcus uses his MAGNETIC POWERS on the floor. The fishes get

pulled down onto the floor by Marcus’s powers.

MARCUS MAGNO

Maybe he’s afraid of those animals.

Marcus uses his MAGNETIC POWERS onto a mop, and makes it

FLOAT into the air. He swings it at the incoming fishes

knocking them to the floor.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

No...It’s because they eat fish.

HARVEY STONE

(electric eel voice)

Marcus you and Jim find the whales,

seals, sea lions and dolphins,

while we continue to fight these

fishes.

(CONTINUED)
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Harvey SLAPS his hands onto the floor, causing an ICE WALL

to APPEAR out of the floor. The fishes hit the ice wall,

causing them to SPLAT against it. James grabs hold of

Marcus’s wheelchair and Marcus FLOATS into the air while

James is holding onto his wheelchair.

Mr.Goldy ROARS and throws a punch at Addison. Addison uses

her barrel hammer to block the punch and swings her hammer

at Mr.Goldy. Mr.Goldy gets hit by the hammer and SKIDS

across the ground.

Addison TRANSFORMS her right arm into a tiger claw. She

charges at Mr. Goldy and swings down her tiger claw onto

him, SCRATCHING his face and then throws a kick at Mr.Goldy,

knocking him against the wall.

MR.GOLDY

At this human.

Mr.Goldy FIRES A STREAM OF WATER out of his mouth at

Addison. Addison gets hit by the stream of water, and she

SLAMS against the wall. Mr.Goldy FIRES KELP out of his mouth

at Addison, causing her to stick against the wall.

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

Did he just vomit out kelp out of

his mouth?

DARCY DILLIANS

It looks like it.

Suddenly Darcy gets hit by Mr.Goldy’s kelp, causing her to

hit the wall and stick to it. Mr. Goldy FIRES KELP RAPIDLY

out of his mouth at Harvey.

Harvey RAPIDLY dodges the incoming kelp. He ZOOMS up towards

Mr.Goldy, and FIRES an ICE RAY out of his mouth at Mr.Goldy.

Mr. Goldy dodges the ice ray, and then swings his tail at

Harvey, hitting him and makes him fall to the floor.

Mr. Goldy leaps into the air and throws a claw strike down

onto Harvey. Harvey FIRES ICE BEAMS out of his hands at

Mr.Goldy, hitting him and causing him to FREEZE in ice.

Suddenly the ice on Mr.Goldy’s body BREAKS, and Mr.Goldy

BREAKS out of the ice. Mr. Goldy throws a punch at Harvey,

hitting him in the face. He then FIRES KELP out of his mouth

at Harvey. Harvey gets hit by the kelp and causing him to

hit against the wall, and stick to the wall by the kelp.

MR.GOLDY

This ends here humans. You’re about

to be fish food.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly WHALE NOISE comes out of nowhere. Mr.Goldy and the

other fishes look scared and turn their attention to the

ceiling.

HEROIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly ORCAS and

BELUGA WHALES BREAK through the ceiling and FLY down into

the basement. They open their mouths and eat up all of the

fishes.

DARCY DILLIANS

Looks like you’re going to be fish

food now.

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

But he’s already a fish.

Harvey uses his ICE POWERS on the kelp causing them to

FREEZE and BREAK off of Harvey, Darcy and Addison. Marcus

and James FLOAT down from the hole in the ceiling and land

to the floor.

MARCUS MAGNO

We found the whales and the other

animals.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

And we brought them over here for

an all you can eat sea food buffet

eh.

All of the seals leap into the air and eat some of the

floating fishes. The Dolphins FLOAT in the air while being

controlled by Marcus and eat the floating fishes.

The Sea Lions eat the other floating fishes and CLAP their

fins together while BARKING.

MR.GOLDY

(mad)

This can’t be happening, you humans

shall pay for this.

Mr.Goldy FIRES KELP out of his mouth at Harvey and friends.

Marcus uses his MAGNETIC POWERS on the incoming kelp,

causing it to FLOAT and get attracted to the wall behind

Harvey and friends.

Addison leaps into the air and scoops Mr.Goldy into her

barrel hammer.

MR.GOLDY

(voice muffled)

What’s going on? Don’t do this to

me.

(CONTINUED)
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ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

It’s dinner time for the Beluga.

Addison FIRES Mr.Goldy out of her barrel bazooka at the

flying Beluga. Mr.Goldy SCREAMS as he FLIES towards the

floating beluga whale. The beluga whale swallows Mr.Goldy

whole.

Harvey and friends smile for a mission completed. Harvey

TRANSFORMS back to his normal self, and Master Mountie,

Jolyne and the other Mounties from G.M.F come into the

basement.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Good work Junior Mounties, allow me

to fix the aquaruim.

Master Mountie SNAPS his fingers together, causing the

marine mammals and fishes to TELEPORT out of the basement.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Out Chinese Mountie agents are

repairing the aquaruim as we speak.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

I’m amusing that this mission was

quite fishy.

Harvey, his friends, Master Mountie and Jolyne all LAUGH.

James and Marcus both realize what they are going to do for

the science fair.

MARCUS MAGNO

Hey...Are you thinking what I’m

thinking?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Yeah eh.

FADE TO

INT. EDMONTON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL GYM SCIENCE FAIR THE NEXT

DAY

The Next Day at Edmonton Central High school, at the Science

fair, the fair is completely packed with science fair

projects.

3 JUDGES 2 women and 1 man are up at James’ and Marcus’s

science fair display of the Ocean’s ecosystem.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

And there maybe 100s of different

species in the ocean.

MARCUS MAGNO

They all live in 1 ecosystem.

The 3 Judges smile and write down the results on their

clipboards.

The 3 Judges walk away from James and Marcus’s project.

Harvey, Darcy and Addison walk up to them.

HARVEY STONE

So do they like your project?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

They do like it.

MARCUS MAGNO

(smiles)

We are going to win first place for

sure eh.

DARCY DILLIANS

Now for long.

Suddenly Rupert comes into the gym with a giant engine. The

3 Judges walk up to him with interesting wondering looks on

their faces.

RUPERT SKYLER

Check this out judges, this water

powered engine is going blow

everyone away.

Rupert presses a button on his water powered engine, and

suddenly it EXPLODES. SMOKE comes out of the engine and

Rupert starts to COUGH. The judges look disappointed and

they walk back to James and Marcus’s project.

The Middle Judge puts the Blue Ribbon on their project.

Everyone in the gym CLAP for James and Marcus. HAPPY GUITAR

MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

RUPERT SKYLER

(upset)

Oh man, I thought I’m going to win

this. Now I have to do 1000 push

ups for my mom.

Rupert leaves the science fair in disappointment.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

Good for you eh. You won the

science fair.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(smiles)

It feels very good to win it.

ADDISON "ADDY" MONK

Now it’s time to celebrate. Let’s

go get some sushi.

Harvey, James, Darcy and Marcus LAUGH.

HARVEY STONE

How about we get some smoothies

instead.

Harvey and friends walk out of the science fair.

FADE TO BLACK


